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Letterfrom the Editor
It isJanuary 2022 as I am writing this, and I am in my last handful of days as a college student. The past
four years have, for many of us I am sure, been marked by more than just the usual stresses and joys of
life. With social and cultural tragedies, political strife, and the devastating shock of a global pandemic, the
ability to create art has, at times, seemed like an insurmountable endeavor. Even so, art, our words and
images and stories, has proven itself all the more essential. Art has affirmed, uplifted, and consoled us.
Here on campus, the students demonstrated this with their enthusiasm—this year Parnassus received more
submissions than we ever have before.
The staff and I have been so humbled by the courage and honesty expressed in these submissions and
within the pages of our 2022 issue. We are so grateful to the students who entrusted us with their art.
From the very beginning, the staff was dedicated to welcoming as many different voices as possible. To this
brilliant team: you repeatedly impressed me with the humility and earnestness with which you pursued
this work. You have made this experience easy and it has been such a pleasure to see your devotion to the
student artists and this journal.
I also want to thank our faculty advisor, Dr. Aaron Housholder. The artistic landscape of Taylor would not
be the same without you, and I am indebted to your influence on my own life and art. You have continually
encouraged me, our staff, and countless students across campus and over Parnassus' history to create, share,
and listen.
This year, Parnassus is thrilled to mark our 60th anniversary. We took this opportunity to examine our roots,
and to ask ourselves who we wanted to be and what we wanted to accomplish. The heart of the staff was
to create a place where art was celebrated, new perspectives were shared, and people could connect and be
known. In response to these desires and in commemoration of our history, we decided on the advertising
theme, "The Mount," a callback to our namesake—the mountain range in Greece and its mythological
connection to the arts. We were particularly compelled by the words of Susan Shank, an editor from
Parnassus' 1980 issue who stated, "Just as the Muses of Mount Parnassus served as a source of inspiration
to the ancient Greeks, we hope that this Parnassus, with the products of artistic endeavor which it contains,
will inspire other student writers in the years to come."

We have been inspired by the art of students past and present, and our continued hope is to serve as a place
for student art to thrive. We could not be happier with the stories that we have been given. Out of utmost
respect for you, reader, and for our artists, I do wish to advise you—this issue contains several pieces that
handle sensitive subject matter. It is valuable, and we are glad to share these stories, but please take the
caution you feel necessary for discussions of suicide.
Although it has been demanding, creating and sharing art tethers us to our past loves, present community,
and future hopes. These are sacred stories; we hope they inspire you to journey forward in that ancient,
transcendent climb to the summit.
Hannah Tienvieri
Editor-in-Chief
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All the Rest. | Jenna King
walking today felt a little like falling
tired isn't the right word
for a well-rested person
this is weariness,
the type of fatigue which touches the bones,
and permeates to your very soul
seizing you and threatening,
in a whisper
that it has no intention of letting go
but still you just go
and go
and go
because the world doesn't stop for
tired,
which it makes
weary
a mere synonym of
there is homework to get done,
conversations had,
money earned;
there is no time to rest, to simply
be—
and I wonder and mourn that
we have not built a world
where people live;
we only survive,
weary,
until we are no more
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Insomniac I Grant Patterson
You open your eyes. The light streams in through the window, warming your nose and gripping your heart
in fear. You grab your phone: 10:30 a.m. You slept through class. Well, you slept through two, but you were
planning to skip the first class anyway.
You pull yourself out of bed. Your roommate makes an obligatory comment you don't listen to. Probably
something about "sleepyhead" or "sleeping beauty" or something else cliche. You've heard them all. They
live on repeat like a skipping record: repeating over and over until it slowly drives you mad.
He says something else about "taking care of yourself" or that fateful day when your poor life choices will
come crashing down on you. Heat rushes your face. Your gut twists, but you force a chuckle. Hopefully, it's
convincing. If it isn't, then you can blame your grogginess. That usually shuts them up.
He doesn't understand, no one really does, so you smile and try to pretend this was intentional. That you
don't hate yourself for losing control again.
You grab your clothes and change. You showered last night because you knew that something might
happen. You might be losing control, but at least you can be prepared for when you do. You brush your
teeth and fix yourself a coffee.
You hate coffee. It's bitter and tasteless. Something your parents started making you drink after you fell
asleep in class one too many times. It's disgusting. It makes you sick to your stomach, but it keeps you awake.
Keeps you in control. You sip it with a smile.
Throwing together the useless work from the night before, you grab a soda for later. Maybe to wash the
coffee down, maybe to stay awake. You forget. The problem with soda is that if you aren't careful, you can
get sicker than coffee makes you. One visit to the ER was enough for you to start drinking more coffee and
less soda.
You grab your board and make your way to class. Problem is that even with how much you hate your
dependency, it is better than the alternative.
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When did you start losing control? It had to be high school when your parents forced you to finish the
overdue homework you couldn't finish when you were sick for months. Sleep became a luxury, and until the
work was done, it was a luxury you couldn't afford. It started slowly: nodding off in math, sleeping in study
hall, and using coffee as a crutch when you needed it. After a few months, you couldn't stop it.
Now, you can't even feel when sleep creeps up on you. Your body and mind work against you. Not trusting
you to make good decisions, they shut down at random. You can't control it. You can't stop it.
You can only prepare for it.
You end up at the classroom door. A breath. You walk into the prodding questions and jeering comments
about how much you sleep from a crowd of people fully in control. You smile, laugh, and agree you should
get more sleep. You won't. You can't. That decision has been ripped from you.
Insomnia: habitual sleeplessness; inability to sleep. Those with severe depression often suffer from it. It's a
word you don't use, but the secret truth crawls on your back. If you had to blame something for your loss of
control, it would be that.
The teacher starts talking. You put your pencil down to your notebook to take notes. You wipe your eyes of
sleep and begin listening.
A jolt. Your friend shoves you awake. How did you fall asleep? You didn't even feel it this time. You shake
yourself and embarrassment floods your cheeks. Your friend chuckles. You try to hide your shame, but you
can still feel it like a monster leaning over your shoulder, waiting for you to lower your guard.
The teacher dismisses the class, and you open your eyes again. The only marking on your paper is the dot
you made when you fell asleep again. Your friend gets up and leaves, and you are left to gather your stuff
and wonder what you had missed.
You should start recording these. You used to do that. But now you have no idea when you are tired and
when you aren't. You go to your next class. You have an hour. Take a nap, correct your mind, and be ready.
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You find a couch, you get comfortable, and you can't fall asleep. Sleep, the kind that most people enjoy,
seems out of reach. Like it's laughing at you. You sit up, rub the gunk from your eyes, and spend the last ten
minutes trying to find out what you missed.
The rest of the day is much the same: more work, more classes, more sleepless breaks, and you complain
that you are tired—you feel tired—but sleep doesn't come. It never does. Sometimes you can predict it, but
not today.
You walk back to your room. Your roommate is already asleep. You wish you could do that, wish you could
fall asleep when you wanted, or just not have to sleep at all. Those are better options than this weird inbetween you live in.
You set up and begin working, spinning your wheels uselessly. It's hopeless to fight it. You've tried. You set
up a schedule, got seven hours, and it was still never enough. So you work, spinning the plates you've put so
much work into. The clock continues to tick.
2:00 a.m.
You do a check to see if you are tired. Nothing. Still as awake as you were three hours ago.
3:00 a.m.
You check again. Tiredness, your constant companion, is nowhere to be found.
3:20 a.m. You wake up looking at a screen, your hand resting on the keyboard. Lines of text you didn't
mean to type on the page. You groan, delete your mistakes, and go to bed.
"Tomorrow will be a new day," you remind yourself. It won't be, but it's fun to think that it might.
You have no control. No control of your life. You can try, but you will end up frustrated. You know this isn't
normal, but you can't stop it. You hope one day you can be rid of it, but until then, you are an insomniac.
You open your eyes. The light streaming in through the window, warming your nose and gripping your
heart in fear. You check the clock. 7:30 a.m. At least you aren't late this time.
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Seeking the Divine | Sarah Malak

The Descent of Mt. Sinai | Sarah Malak

Perhaps We Care Too Much Too Late | Clara Eljfers
She pointed at the remains of an Orchid, exclaiming in a cry
That the dry, sun-scorched soil caused the poor thing to die.
"Gardening isn't that hard," she mused.
"If they weren't gonna water, why did they choose
to get it in the first place?"
A life-giving river streamed down her face,
But for the Orchid, it was too late.
With sinking heart, I suddenly knew—
It was hopeless for my Peperomia too.
That night as water soaked the soil, draining out below,
Puddling in excess, leaving no room to grow;
I cradled drooping sprouts, utterly distraught.
I had wistfully thought (despite the root rot)
Maybe... I could save the last leaf...
I could not.
With sharp breath I snipped the sighing stem,
Winced at the sight of death— and then
Emptied myself with a miserable cry
Of tears that would never come, for I
Had drowned her with my love
And caused my own stream to run dry.
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Empire State Building, Christmas 2019 | Raquel Rosado
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This God-Forsaken Train. | Madison Howland
It's dark as tar and just as thick.
I get the sensation that I am the only living being on this train, that these little island-towns with their
dilapidated stoops and shuddering porch lights are all there truly is, that if I were to get off this train and
wander my way into those grey, abyssal houses, I would find only empty rooms and dust-covered tables
and not one living soul. As if everyone hid themselves away in some distant part of the world, or as if the
earth swallowed its entire population minus one. Or maybe there's nothing out there, and all I see is just the
reflection of myself and the taupe seats and the screeching of metal on metal forever, and I am hurdling on
from nowhere to nowhere.
Some others have felt it, this loneliness which is so poignant that it cannot even be described as an ache.
It walks hand in hand with darkness, darkness so deep and vast that it feels impossible to describe. They
try, though; we always try. They call it inky, pitch black, void. None of these are quite accurate. What the
darkness really feels like is a universe, a universe filled only with nothing, extending on and on and on and
on and on and into the
nothingness.
The train jostles back and forth and occasionally I must hold on the handle to keep myself from planting
my face into the seat in front of me. There's caution tape warding off nonexistent travelers from sitting on
the forbidden rows. It shivers with each jostle of the car. I stand up and look through the compact, servingsize windows left, then right, as far as I can see through the other cars. There are rows and rows of chairs,
each one somehow emptier than the last, and I feel I am the only creature on this train. And except for
the phantom-like appearances of the ticket master, I am. She floats in three times, but I only see her once,
for each time I hear footsteps I look up and she's already gone. Even she feels like a mere extension of this
train.
this God-forsaken train.

Home is out there, somewhere—so I presume. I must have come from somewhere. I am going someplace
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too, I expect. My brain runs through a cyclical hamster wheel of thought, tripping over its own feet yet
propelling itself onward in a desperate attempt to keep going, to continue at any cost. She was just a baby.
Wasn't it just yesterday that she was a baby? I remember how mother would walk about the house and pick
up the little pieces of my PollyPockets.
"Why, Mommy?" I was only seven and I couldn't understand.
"Because she'll choke on them. She doesn't know any better." She picked up a tiny pink plastic shoe and
smiled at me. "We have to take care of your sister until she knows."
She does know, and it seems worse, because now even we cannot protect her from herself.
At some point my hands find a scrap of florescent white paper and I scribble the same two words over and
over and over until the entire page is filled deliver us deliver us. Deliver us.
I check the time to see how long I've been here, but I've been passing between time zones so frequently that
it's sporadically changed, and I have almost no conception of time. Does it exist here?
Sometimes an ice-cold dread reaches up from my guts, fear tendrilling around my rib cage and up to the
corners of my esophagus. I can feel it, right behind my tongue, and I think if I reached inside my mouth I
might even be able to touch it. Sometimes it's calm and soft and almost sweet, and I almost forget where I
am and where I am headed. Sometimes it's a fiery hot rage, and I want to burn every piece of glass in the
entire world until it melts into a slithering viscosity. I want to take all the knives and pointed objects and
cast them into the trenches of the ocean, where no one could ever find them and the memory of such tools
would be abolished. Sometimes a sense of resolved despair settles lightly on my eyelids, and those times are
the worst of all. I do not sleep on the train. If I sleep, who may tell but I may never wake up again.
It has been only-God-knows how long. Maybe two hours—maybe more. The train begins to rattle louder and
faster and harder and it shakes me violently, angrily. I stand up. Straddling the center aisle with my feet, I face
off this unknown, dark, oppressive something, the something I have decided not to fear. My left hand holds the
left side of the train, my right hand the other. I brace myself against the rocking train and it throws me to the
side and I stumble but do not fall. I stare straight ahead into the endless emptiness and I sing, softly at first but
then louder and louder until the whole of the cabin, the train, the world feels my song. I sing until it is done
and this time the blackness does not eat it up.
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Putrescine

Abigail Chandler

once upon a time i ate
a cricket and the cricket kicked
my gut sang a song and poked my skin
til it died with its spiny legs
suspending
it from the wall of my stomach the
stench of its decomposing body rises
up my throat and through my lips as
the notes it would have sung.
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Conquered | Abby Goebel
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Safe | Lydia Price
I. My Laundry Room
I've discovered a magic place at college in the basement of English Hall. (English just so happens to be my
major, but there's no connection, really.
A descent into the warm smell of clean laundry down two flights of stairs. And this blue-striped basket
bumps my legs both apologetically and awkwardly, apologetically because it's full of the humanity of my
dirty clothes, and awkwardly because it's big and I'm quite small.
It was probably 4:00 p.m. and probably a Tuesday. I like Tuesdays for laundry.
There's a little brown plaque reading "LAUNDRY" above the slats of this basement door. And there's
actually an old pencil sharpener on the wall right inside that door. I love it. I don't know why on earth it's
there, but it grabs me, all at once charming and out of place.
There are six boxy white washers against the right wall, and six boxy white driers against the left wall,
stacked two high. A white plastic table against the near wall. And oh! against the far wall, my favorite- two
big windows, facing the evening. The sun frequents this little laundry room as if he too is tired of all the
rising and traveling and setting, and just needs to be still for a moment.
That's why I go there at 4:00 p.m., for the sun. I go on Tuesdays at 4:00 for the aloneness.
II. Me
I always turn off the lights when I come in here. It makes room for the sun, and the magic doesn't work with
the lights on anyway. The harsh brightness of college disappears. Perhaps I reappear.
I need this place. I really need it.
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I need a place to be hidden from the terrible seen-ness that is college. It's just awful sometimes. So far,
college has been one long, continuous staring. It looks at you, assesses you, grades you, pokes you, prods
you, changes you, reveals your flaws, and stares you down till you forget you have a spirit, a personality, a
middle name, or an identity outside of the next opinion you have to write an essay on. I'm not used to being
so analyzed. I never knew that "Why?" could be such a scary question. I'm constantly called to defend
myself for even the smallest of things. I'm constantly seen.
So, I come here to hide. I come to hide from the questions and the staring. I lose myself in the maintenance
of my creatureliness, in the soft smell of dryer sheets and clean sweatshirts. I'm not sure time exists in here,
just the continuous soft thunder of the clothes going around and around in the dryers. Or maybe the time
that exists in here is just enough. Just exactly the number of minutes it will take for me to be ready to leave.
Just enough time to be. Just enough.
III. Sorting
I feel... soft in here. Open. Like I can just take deep breath-fulls of sunlight until I feel whole again. Like I
can be sad in here, or silly, or just silent. Like maybe I can dance in here if I feel like it. Nobody needs me
here. Nobody asks of me here. Nothing is taken from me. I feel small, but in a good way, like I'm just the
right size for this litde laundry room to hold me.
I sit on the floor. I sort out my clothes. I sort out my week. The lights from the darks, the towels, the
socks that will inevitably lose their mates. The joy from the sadness, the schoolwork, the things that felt so
important that even now are fading. Some things don't really fit in the categories. What on earth do I do
with a pink shirt? A dark yellow sweater? I don't really know, but it doesn't bother me. I'm in no hurry to
figure it out. I don't need an answer. In here, I escape urgency. Unknownness and I sit comfortably together
in here, doing our respective laundry, not requiring anything of the other.
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IV Washing
I put it all into the washing machines. Then I write. I like to sit on top of the washer closest to the window.
The sun is always sitting there first, collecting his thoughts, but he makes room for me. I write. I write
about things as small as postage stamps, as pinecone scales. I write about the things nobody else really
writes about, things so small, I'm almost afraid to show them to anyone. Little things are important

so,

so important—and being down in the laundry room helps me believe again that they are. I write and write.
One poem per page, one word at a time, just the next lovely or right thing.
And as I write, I start to remember myself, the me that exists outside of assignments and accomplishments.
I have a name. I take up a physical space. I have a body that gets dirty and requires me to wash clothes
once in a while. I have likes and dislikes. I really like walking through the grass, but I really don't like tea. I
think Phantom of the Opera is actually horrible, and I think Indiana is actually one of the most beautiful
places I've ever lived. Every kitchen I've ever written about is green. I miss my garden and my mom. I can
never wear socks to bed. I'm coming to terms with the fact that I really enjoy the sound of the banjo. I m
making up for all those years I viciously disliked pink. My favorite flowers are zinnias. I think adults should
watch kid movies more often. I don't know how people could ever stop being excited about stars or new
shoes. And maybe I'm scared. And maybe I just need this place because I need to be afraid and alone for a
little while. Maybe this is the only place where I can do that here. I gather back all the lost socks of myself. I
match up the small truths, fold them, set them aside.
V Drying
Dryer next. Everything is sopping wet and kind of gross, and it's awkward carrying heavy arm-fulls of
drippy shirts across the room and slinging them into the dryers. I have to stand on my tiptoes to get things
into the dryers on top. I'd say it's annoying, but I kind of like it. Standing on my toes makes me feel like
some sort of faerie, poised to fly away on the next breath of clean air. I don't think I've discovered a sound
or feeling quite as satisfying as the clicking slam of a dryer door.
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It takes sixty minutes to dry everything; sixty minutes has maybe the most potential of any other time I've
ever experienced. An hour is eternally brief. An hour feels like your favorite cup, the one that seems to hold
just the amount of water you want. I fill it. More writing, or maybe dancing. Some feelings are just too big
for words; they need hands and feet and music to help them. So maybe I write, or maybe I dance, reclaiming
my existence, drinking deeply from this cup of an hour. I am simultaneously fading into the sunshine on the
wall and becoming a pair of bare feet planted on the floor.
I fall back into myself in here.
VI. Clean Clothes
An hour is eternally brief, and sadly, my time is up. I tiptoe back up to the dryer, pulling down an armload
of the heavenly feeling of clean, warm laundry. Then I reach into the part of the dryer I can't see, finding
maybe a rebellious sock, a dream, that funny thing I need to tell Jayden, a few bobby pins forgotten in a
pocket, maybe even an unlucky chapstick.
I turn on the light. I leave. I walk back up the stairs, my laundry warm, clean, and fresh, ready to be folded
and put away.
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Introversion, A Study | Elena Delzer

we are the silent
population.

always remember that

y

the silent person has a

and no one
appreciates silence.
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mind filled with loud,

/

beautiful thoughts.
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yet most of the time i feel
like i don't have anything
to say. so i listen, that
makes me sensitive
because i notice more.
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Untitled 1 | Jessica Marcum
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Absorbed | Abigail Chandler
11:30? 12:30? 2?
Lights out, I pulled down the top half
•MopupwAui jo
Shoving my head into the cold, the blue glow of
moon on snow
lights the birches and pines framing the yard.
My fingers dance in the air, like
running them in bubble-less stream
or
through my split-end hair.
I read that snow makes the world so quiet
because it absorbs noise that would
otherwise
r
i
P
P

1
e
through the trees' fingers.
The nature snoring and the screaming in my head—
they melt into the thick white wool
blanketing the world
in its hug that muffles all but
breath,
spinning in steamy twirls,
and falling to the earth.
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To Love the Midwest | Hannah Tienvieri
I love this place.

I am driving south in early December as the sun nears the horizon on 1-69.
The snow is patchy in the ditch to my left. Above me, the sky stretches as far as you can see, until it gets to
the edge and curls over. Like the parachute in gym class. Like the tucked in corner of a bedsheet.
From a birdseye view, I bet the entire landscape looks patchy. Little clumps of trees are scattered across
tracks of farmland, broken by country roads and neighborless houses and miniature towns. The now brown
fields are freckled with curiously blue/green ponds waiting for summer beside the expressway.
This is the midwest, filled to the brim with unwholeness.
My stomach murmurs and I glance at the passenger seat. Before I left home my mom sliced me half of an
apple. It yellows in a plastic fold-top bag, sitting next to an untouched sleeve of saltines. The back of my
head is crowded by a list of things I need to get done once I reach my destination; an ever-dwindling timer
counts down until their deadlines. We were sent home from college for finals this year—semester over and
simultaneously unresolved.
A text message from a grandmother requesting more Christmas items interrupts the directions on my phone
screen.
I still have research to do so I can write my final paper.
I have revisions to complete before I can turn in my portfolio.
Lately, it's hard to feel like things are ever finished. It was the middle of a three-day slow snow storm when I
left Michigan and here, this side west of Ohio, the white flakes are almost melted away. I clench my jaw and
adjust my grip on the steering wheel, picking up the bag of apples and placing it in the cupholder between
the seats.
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To be able to love the midwest you have to be able to love the incomplete and the unfulfilled.
You have to love the patchiness. You have to love the emptiness of the trees in the winter and the way their
dark limbs sprawl against the vast expanse of clouds, exaggerating the soft purples and golden yellows and
deep blues. You have to love that the tallest thing you can see for miles around is a windmill. You have to
love the shabby tan horse standing lonely on a hill not far from the road. You have to love the brittle spiked
grass that fills the median.
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Neighbors

Abby Goebel

Carpentry | Charis Negley
Sunburnt cheeks and countless hours in the backyard complemented sticky summers—the framework of
my childhood. I would sit in my father's workshop as sawdust coated my nostrils, listening to the steady hum
of the plug-in fan that whipped humid air back into our faces. My father would be hunched over his project
of the week, sandpaper in hand as he moved his orange Toblerone-shaped pencil behind his ear. He smelled
of sweat and wood polish, familiar and safe.
The portable radio was always alive with chatter, projecting the drone of men rambling about cars, the
PBS woman spurting the most boring stories of the hour, or, on the luckiest of days, dialed to a pop station.
I would stretch the antennae as far as it would reach, writhing it to and fro as I searched for the smallest
amount of static we would have to pick up.
Loose screws and forgotten bolts were some of many treasures for little hands to find. They were selected
with great care and hoarded into corners as my father hammered and sawed and drilled. But the moments
I found his calloused hand wrapped around mine were the things my young heart cherished most; large,
rough hands that worked tirelessly for his daughter's little soft ones.
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Hold My Hand | Quinn Miles

Papa | Abigail Chandler
I wish I knew the wrinkles of your face and hands,
Crinkled like golden crust on the pies you ate for breakfast,
Speckled like freckling spray from your Bay of Fundy.
I wish I knew the roll of your voice
As more than a distant tone akin to earth you tilled,
The workhorses, Dick and Dolly, plodding ahead of your plough.
The world would go from dark to dark when you opened your eyes
And put your feet on the frigid attic floor,
knowing the skin of the earth called for your hands.
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Inheritance | Abigail Chandler
California winter, 1958,
Parked in her drive;
He takes her hand,
Asks what she wants
For Christmas.
She thumbs her bare fourth finger.
California summer, 2018,
Mom hands me a gray
Velvet box:
What he gave Grandma
Fifty years ago.
The rings inside have bumps
From years of doing dishes
And picking almonds
From trees growing out of
Cracked dirt.
The rings are bent
Slighdy off from circle,
A more fitting shape for the fingers
Wrinkled from age and crooked
Like my Dad's and like mine,
The third and fourth fingers
Bending towards each other,
Leaning in and overlapping.
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Blossoming | Sophie Olson

Uncommon Focus, Point Betsie | Ashlyn Eisenhart
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Picket Fence I Gwenneth Craddock
An old farmhouse with a picket fence
Placed beside the dusty road:

The trill of a wood thrush, a bullfrog's
croak,

Boards dnged green from years of sun

Careless truths and tender lies.

And wind and rain and snow.

Tears and laughter, cold and warm,
The birth of the new and the death of the

Each weathered board's a memory

old,

Placed beside the road of life

Thoughtful calm and a gathering storm—

Some fond, some hard, some

Hidden things forever untold.

bittersweet—
Times of peace and strife.

As I, the Reaper, touch each board,
I gather each memory to me

As I, the Reaper, walk with a sigh
The dusty road to the dying farm
I touch each board as I go by

For memories pierce like the tip of a
sword
And the dying need no longer see.

To feel its memory song.
When I reach the farmhouse, I enter alone
This one speaks of summer rains

And relieve the worn mind of its senses.

This, of barren ice

I wander the world bringing people back

This, of a single bright bloodstain
This, of candy spice.

home
And I touch all the green picket fences.

This one sings of strawberries
This, of a baby's cry
This recalls of climbing trees
This, of a thunder sky.
Dewy grass and pungent smoke,
Heavy mist and dragonflies,
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Untitled 2 | Marissa Williams
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Turmeric | Kaelen Rodgers
I catch a gust of curry and lentils
When you laugh and dishes dry
Your hands are stained ginger yellow
As you wipe a glad tear from my eye
You take up the knife I put down
Joking of onion fatigue
As she stirs the chicken and garlic
Adding spikes of red berbere
I smell the worn pieces of clothing
Before I place each one aside,
Enjoying the breath of communion
A small win for darkness denied
Each day ends with a parting
An expression of love if we dare
No one could guess what had happened
But turmeric clings to my hair
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Chocolate Oreos | Eleanor Tiemens
We could never find chocolate Oreos.
Though we checked every time we trekked up the winding stone road to the local supermarket on Sunday
nights—mainly to stock up on Ben and Jerry's—we never found chocolate Oreos.
But fife went on. We ate digestive biscuits instead and made cookies topped with sweet icing and "hundreds
and thousands," (tiny sugary orbs we Americans call sprinkles). We tried Cadbury chocolates that paired
well with steaming glasses of tea and hot cocoa. We found off-brand golden Oreos sitting on the shelves.
But thoughts of classic chocolate Oreos lingered persistently in the back of our minds. A small taste of
home amid the challenges of living abroad and away from family for three months.
Then one day—the worst, most awful, most maddening day—we found them.
It started with a 3 a.m. email from the States.
COVID travel restrictions were getting tighter. Cases were exploding. We were getting sent home.
The "we regret to inform you" and "we apologize for the abrupt transition home" and "travel safe" were
well-intentioned messages, I'm sure, but no match for the sting of getting separated from a place and people
we'd just started to love.
By mid-afternoon that day, we were tired of red eyes and goodbyes, ready to put feet to ground and make
the most of our last 36 hours on the Emerald Isle. It didn't take long for the seed of an idea to be planted,
then blossom in our small group of 10 students down for any adventure.
Quickly grabbing worn-out bath towels and bathing suits we hadn't touched all semester, we raced giddily
down the street, past the local chipper where we'd learned to love salt and vinegar chips, past the best
burrito shack in town, past the little children going about their days in tiny plaid school uniforms.
We knew the water would be freezing. It was the middle of March. It was the Atlantic Ocean. But on a
count of 1, 2, 3 we ran, hand-in-hand, into the icy depths.
We only stayed in for another count of 1, 2, 3 before our feet went numb, our hearts raced faster than they
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did in Irish dance class, and we all questioned whether or not we would die from exposure.
Then as swiftly as we raced down to the beach, we sprinted back to the warmth of the home we'd all shared
for the last six weeks. Inside the homey cafe near our dining hall, we threw on socks and sweats, examining
each body part to make sure it was still intact.
I tugged off my rain boots, discovering heaps of sand wedged between my frozen toes and soles of my shoes.
One of our sea-plunged survivors cringed at a small cut on her knee gifted to her by the sharp ocean rocks.
Another snagged us cups of hot cocoa topped with green and pink marshmallows. I laughed at my wild,
wind-whipped hair.
Our adrenaline exploded into laughter as we realized three of us grabbed the same cozy sweatshirt in our
rush out the door. A sweatshirt which bore the ironic phrase, "It'll Be Grand."
The statement in and of itself is meant to be sardonic. A trip of a lifetime whose slogan in Irish slang
essentially translates to, "it'll be 'meh.'"
But there we were, our circumstances actually "meh," and our joy couldn't have been more genuine.
Then, a twist of fate added to that grandness. The barista pouring us hot cocoa to warm our bones and
welcoming us to comfy yellow couches to rest our weary bodies, cracked open a cookie jar, extending the
half-full container toward us. Our smiles spread wider as we realized what was inside.
At the bottom of the jar, tucked under the biscuits and sugar cookies we'd been eating all semester, laid half
a dozen chocolate Oreos.
Between our delight and disbelief, someone snapped a photo of us, capturing in all its glory:
Wet socks.
Wild hair.
Matching sweatshirts.
Steaming cocoa.
And chocolate Oreos.
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Untitled 3 | Marissa Williams
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The Fountain of Youth I Christina Russell
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Repetition | Christina Russell
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Unburied | Jenna King
The east coast tastes like childhood,
The salty air of the ocean biting into my mouth and lungs,
And I stand for a moment and breathe, letting it blow me away
to another time,
another place;
To whispers across the gap between two twin beds
And giggles that are quickly stifled
to avoid being heard
This scene is nothing like that:
the cliffs of Newport and their vast mansions so removed from
that small house a car ride away from the shore,
me, now older, standing in the light of day
watching waves crash against the rocks far below
They're not similar at all, these two;
This memory is anchored only by the taste of the air on my tongue
fresh, clean, and crisp, carrying a promise of
new experiences & fond memories.
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Many Waters | Kyrie Lewis
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The Heart of Ecuador, Spring 2020 | Raquel Rosado
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Escape Plan | Ethan Jackson
two thousand feet

It looked her in the eyes, like it knew.

just a half mile

don't be ridiculous

that's all it is

of course it doesn't know

Thunder shook the air far off in the

it's just a bird

distance.

you can do this

She could see black clouds looming over

just get it from the mailbox and get back

the horizon, hiding the last of the sunset.

before he notices

The fourth rainstorm this week, and it was

She stepped outside, the weathered boards

only Tuesday.

of the front porch screeching with each

A few drops of rain bounced off of the

step.

metal roof, confirming her suspicions.

Hopefully she wouldn't wake him.

She had to leave now.

He'd been working all day, tirelessly and

a half mile

without complaint before crashing on the

i can do this

couch.

She pulled the hood of her pale yellow

He deserved sleep— more than that,

rain jacket over her head and opened the

really.

front door.

if i can fix this

The wind had picked up, blowing her hair

i can help him

across her face and making her second-

She started down the driveway, kicking

guess herself.

pebbles around in the gravel to distract

Maybe it can wait until tomorrow.

herself.

She almost shut the door when she heard

It didn't work.

his voice in the back of her mind.

Every rock she sent across the dirt kicked

I believe in you.

up more anxieties, more questions.

You can do anything you put your mind

what if I left it

to.

would it matter

A black crow landed on top of the porch

what would everyone say

Ught.

what if I left
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would he be mad

The crow reappeared out of nowhere.

could I even do it

It sat on a low hanging tree branch nearby,

A deep breath that she didn't realize she

staring her down.

was holding in escaped her lungs.

Two more crows had joined it.

If only she could get away, just for a

They knew it, too.

moment.

don't be ridiculous

AWK!

they're only birds

The crow squawked in her ear as it flew

just keep going, you're already halfway there

by, and all her thoughts evaporated in

She kept moving, trying her best to ignore

nothing but fear.

the birds.

She stopped in the middle of the driveway.

All three of them kept squawking and

AWK!

screaming.

AWK!

She turned the bend in the road and went

It flew off into the woods and disappeared.

back to kicking pebbles.

She looked back towards the house.

Her mind went back to her mission.

No movement.

Grab the envelope, head back inside, and

No other sound.

it'll all be over.

The porch light had started flickering

It would all be over soon.

again.

The birds were getting louder.

He would probably never change it.

She stopped and looked up.

If she asked, he would probably just shrug

More had joined and kept coming.

it off with some nonsensical reason.

A whole flock of them, screaming.

Can't repair what likes being broken.

it's just stupid crows

She turned around and looked towards

it's just stupid crows

the road.

it's just stupid crows

She could see the little red flag on the

they don't know anything

mailbox, sticking up in the air like a little

They grew louder and louder.

raised hand.

They knew.

AWK! AWK!

AW! AW!

AWK! AWK!

AW! AW!
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AW! AW!

You can do anything.

AW! AW!

You have so much potential.

The earsplitting racket rang in her ears

But you can't just run away from your

and bore into her skull,

problems.

stop it!

Blood dripped from her nose.

just stop

It was probably broken.

why won't they stop

Her entire left shin was torn up by the

i can do it

gravel.

i can

She crawled her way onto the grass next

She started running down the driveway,

to the mailbox and curled into a fetal

tears blurring her vision.

position.

AW! AW! AW! AW!

He was right.

AW! AW! AW! AW!

HA! HA! HA! HA!

AW! AW! AW! AW!

I was your age once, I know that you're

The choir of cacophony followed behind,

confused!

just stop!

HA! HA! HA! HA!

MAKE IT STOP!

You've had it so good here!

SMACK!

HA! HA! HA! HA!

She forgot about the pothole at the end of

Do you not care anymore?

the drive, tripping on the edge and falling

HA! HA! HA! HA!

on her face.

Why would you throw away everything

Pain exploded from the bridge of her nose

you've been given?

and shot up her leg.

HA! HA! HA! HA!

HA! HA! HA! HA!

Do you think that you're better than the

HA! HA! HA! HA!

rest of us?

HA! HA! HA! HA!

HA! HA! HA! HA!

HA! HA! HA! HA!

His plan isn't for you to run off and do

They were right.

whatever you want!

What was she thinking?

The rumble of a truck engine broke

His voice came back to her again.

through the noise.
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It startled the birds and they took off,

making its way towards the grass,

taking their noise with them.

there, that's better

Headlights peaked through the trees down

HONK HONK

the neighbor's drive across the street.

She jumped and whirled around, dropping

She had to hurry before someone saw her.

the envelope onto the ground.

She got up, groaning in pain, and opened

The neighbor's son waved from inside the

the small, blue mailbox.

truck, to which she anxiously waved back.

There it was— a large white envelope,

The truck turned north and took off.

folded in half so that it would fit inside the

She bent over to pickup the envelope, half

compact box.

of which had landed in a muddy puddle.

She quickly pulled it out and started to

She shook off as much of the water as she

close the mailbox when something caught

could and tried to wipe dry the label on the

her eye.

front.

A little snail had found shelter inside and

The address could barely be made out.

was sitting on the inside of the mailbox

1420 AUSTIN BLUFFS PKWY

door.

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80918

It sat alone, minding its own business,

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO

how'd you get in here

SPRINGS

She picked it up.

ADMISSIONS OFFICE

It curled up inside its shell as soon as she

She would just have to reprint it.

touched it

I'm gonna get out of here.

sorry little friend
i don't want you to get stuck in there
it's not safe
we almost never open this
you'd probably be stuck in there forever
She dropped the snail onto a small rock
next to the mailbox,
there you go
It peeked out of its shell and started
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Adventure is Out There | Mia Hershberger

The Desert Traveller I Sarah Malak

Beauty in the Desert | Sarah Malak
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Saturday Night | Gwenneth Craddock
"Don't stay out late," my mother calls, as I head out the door and close it softly behind me. "And don't get
into trouble."
I jingle the car keys in my hand. "I won't," I say, and I mean it, partly.
Why only partly? Don't ask me. Ask the words themselves.
I get into the car and fit the key into the ignition. "C'mon, baby," I say, "let's roll." I turn the key, and the
motor wakes with a pleasant hum. I pull out onto the dusky street and turn on the radio to my favorite
station. Out of the corners of my eyes, I can see the familiar houses of my neighborhood slide by on
either side of the shadowed street. Simple houses, old but well-kept, with bright plastic tricycles parked on
the cracked sidewalks and beat-up vans in the garages. Perfect for blue-collar, low-income families with
large numbers of kids. Like our family. Ours is a pretty typical working-class community neighborhood,
not exactly the safest or nicest place to live in, but not exacdy skid row, either. I'll probably end up living
here myself, for I hardly plan on going to college. Besides, I grew up here, same as my father. I feel kinda
attached to this place, if you know what I mean.
My father works loading crates at a large manufacturing plant. My mother has a part-time night job
cleaning at a mall. Yeah, I know. Not the best deal ever, but hey. It's life.
What do I plan to do? I don't know. I'm hoping to get into something a little more exciting than my parent's
jobs, but at the very least I can continue working alongside my father, like I do every Saturday right now.
I only make a little bit of money, but it's something. When I can start working there full time, that'll really
help the family. Plus, then we can actually begin saving up money for The College Fund, which is for my
little brother Luke. Luke is only thirteen right now, but he is an A student and his current greatest dream is
to go to college. My parents are willing to do all they can to help his dream come true, naturally, and since
they need all the help they can get, I guess I'd better pitch in some. Not exactly the first thing I'd choose
to do with the little bit of money I earn, but they're my family, and families help each other. Besides, if
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Luke went to college, he'd be the first of our family line ever to go to college, and that would be something
mighty special. He'd make us all proud, that's for sure.
For now, thought, it's a Saturday night in September, and I've got the car for a night on the town. Where
should I go, and what should I do? "Don't stay out late," my mother had said, "and don't get into trouble."
I don't know if I can handle that. I mean, it's not like I'm a bad kid or anything, but when you grow up like
I did, the lines between right and wrong get kind of blurred. Is it wrong to shoplift if it's your little sister's
birthday and you really, really want her to have that panda backpack she's been looking at for so long? Is it
right to tell your mother the truth about where you've been if you know that she would be worried if she
knew that you've been to the train yard, one of the most dangerous places in the poorer district of our city?
See what I mean? It's all jumbled up.
So let's start with the words, "Don't stay out late."
Hmm.
What is late?
Late is when I turn the corner right into a spontaneous shooting match, and I realize that it's too late to
turn the car around, and I have to just duck down and step on the gas through that danger zone, hoping a
stray bullet won't hit me. Maybe I'll hear glass shatter and know a backseat window has broken, as a cold
draft of air draws ragged through the spider-web glass. That's late.
Late is when the health specialist comes to our school and gives a lecture about drugs, smoking, and
unprotected sex, and I think, too late, buddy, too late for a lot of us. And I casually hold a cigarette in my
fingers and wait for the guilt session to be over.
Late is witnessing my friends getting addicted to shadow drugs and watch their lives slip away into
something not even fit for the junk yard outside of town. "It's not too late to change," people say, but
looking at them you would know they're far gone. And against my will I wonder to myself if I shouldn't just
join them; after all, what sort of a life do I have right now anyway? Maybe I should go with the drift.
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But then again, I do have a life, and a family, and even some semblance of a future. And though it may
sometimes be hard to believe it, I know I've got to choose to make the best of my situation. After all,
everyone must think their situation poor at some time or another.
It's a young Saturday night in September, and I have a lot to do.
Back to the words. How about this phrase: "Don't get into trouble."
What is trouble, really?
Trouble is when my friends and I decide to have some fun around the city and somehow it goes too far, and
suddenly there are police lights shooting blue and red into the darkness, and people calling to each other,
and a kid or two peeking out of bright-curtained windows with interest, and I crouch behind a car and slip
off when I can.
Trouble is when I take my girl home from a cinema show, and at a stoplight she kisses me, and I kiss her
back, and before I know it I have pulled into a parking lot and we are in something more earnest than a
stoplight kiss. The single yellow bulb of a dying parking lot light glitters on the broken window-glass which
I sweep with my hand from the backseat in order to make a better place for us. As deeper we go into the
sinful pleasures of our kind, my mind echoes trouble, trouble, trouble to me. At last, Uh-oh, I think, and
in that moment I know that I will be in worse trouble if I don't reach into the glove compartment for my
packet of condoms and, with heat-shaken fingers, yank one out for my use. (See, I'm not completely stupid.)
Trouble is knowing that life won't last forever, and I'd better do all I can while still alive to ensure a place for
myself in the life that comes after, or else I'll be in big trouble. I don't know if I believe in reincarnation or
not—seems logical, if a bit creepy—but just in case it is true, I want to try my very hardest to buy myself a
good next life by the things that I do in this one.
And if my reincarnation comes in this life, then I want to do all I can to make sure I get a good role in
tomorrow's world.
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How do I do that? Is there any real way to choose what your life will be like, either now or fifty years in the
future?
No, not really, there isn't.
But, even so, there's one way you can try.
"If at first you don't succeed, try, try again."
If at first you don't succeed, try, try again.
We're all taught that. It's a lesson in perseverance.
If you believe in reincarnation, you can write it this way:
"If in your life you don't succeed, try again in the next one."
But, if you think more like I do, with thought only for the day just around the corner, you can write it like
this:
"If one day you don't succeed, try again tomorrow."
Try again tomorrow.
But when you are young, and live in the real world, tomorrow is not guaranteed.
What, then?
If tomorrow's uncertain, you must try tonight.
If tomorrow's uncertain, you must try tonight.
If tomorrow's uncertain...
"Don't stay out late"
If tomorrow's uncertain...
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"Don't get into trouble"
If tomorrow's uncertain, my family is, too.
Down here in the dirt of this blind-spinning planet, everything's tiny and temporary.
Buildings will crumble. Cars will break down. Bright curtains will stain with the faint blood of age.
Breath will leave people's lungs and never return.
And you know what? My life, too, will end, no denying. There will be no more me, and no one will
remember.
My sisters and brothers, they also will die. My relatives, neighbors, my teachers and friends.
All the guns will go silent, the sirens will sleep, all the chains in the prisons will rattle no more.
And the dust of the world will settle.
But enough of such talk; I am finding it dreary. And dreariness shortens a life by one day.
In the eye of my mind, I can still see my mother, propped like a forgotten portrait in the light of the
doorway. Though her figure is small, her shadow stretches long to touch the rough cracks in the street.
There she stands, with her hands pressed in fists against her wide hips, watching me drive off into the night.
She knows not when I will return, or if I will return at all, for she trusts neither me nor this world.
A bug fizzes franticly against the porch light, unaware that what it seeks brings death. My mother looks
up, and reaches a hand, and the fizzing noise is silent. She looks at her fist. Her parched lips twitch into
something like a smile—more like a wry grimace than a smile. Then she leans out her hand into smokecurrent night, and opens her fingers in the dark.
The bug sizzles with fright and is gone.
My mother turns with a sigh and is gone. The screen door clicks behind her.
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I know she feels both old and young, and knows not which she is.
Neither do I, for that matter.
How different are we, then?
We're both of the same family, of the same house, of the same city, and of the same world.
We both want to live fully, escape pain and danger, look to tomorrow and lose ourselves tonight.
We both want to live in the moment.
Her moment is gone, but yet may come again. She won't know the time until it's there.
My moment is here, in the smoke of the night, on this Saturday night in September.
Though I don't have my future, I have my own hands. My hands and my body and the breath in my lungs.
And my body's in the car, and my hands are on the wheel.
My breath leaves and enters my lungs.
"Don't stay out late, and don't get into trouble."
Can I do that? I can. It's not all that hard.
Actually, it is, but hey. Hard is what I do best.
Alright, mother, I'll humor you. I'll listen as well as I'm able to.
I'm not able to listen as well as I'd like to.
Or maybe I listen more than I'd like to?
I'm getting confused—I'll leave that thought be. I've had a long day, and the night will be longer.
And it's time to live in the moment.
No, I won't stay out late. And I won't get into trouble
Not tonight.
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Jack | Sabra Harms
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A Hole in the Sky, or, the Atmospheric Interruption of the Light of
the Moon | Jenna King
"Mama, there's a hole in the sky!"
I don't know what I expect when I look up at the sky, but the only thing to be seen is the moon. Tonight's
moon is full (or nearly so) and bright against a landscape dotted only with the occasional porchlight. Eli's
usually in bed before the sun has set, but even when he's not, the skies back home are too full of the city
lights to see the moon like this. The ring of light surrounding the moon does look like a hole, I suppose, if a
hole can lead somewhere full of light. I could tell him this, try to explain, but instead, I just nod.
"You're right, there is a hole."
"We gotta make sure we don't fall in." His dark, serious eyes—his father's eyes—meet mine as he says this.
From his tone, I know he's remembering my words from earlier today, when I warned him about the holes
animals here make in the ground before I let him go run around in the yard. It's all I can manage to hold
back a laugh.
"Don't worry buddy, we can't fall into this one, it's a long way away. It's up in the sky a lot of the time

it's

up there back home, too, we just can't see it there. It even has a name."
"Why?"
I pause, thinking of an answer. "I don't know for sure. Maybe someone just thought it was very nice, and
that it should have one just like we do." He's turned his face back to the sky. "It's called the moon, I add,
though he didn't ask. He giggles at that, looking at me again.
"That sounds like a cow!"
"Well, maybe the person who named it liked cows—do you have a better name for it?"
His eyebrows scrunch together as he thinks, and stay that way as he shakes his head.
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"No. But I could make up one that's nicer. You could make up one too."
"You think so?"
"You and Daddy made up one for me."
"Nah, we just borrowed it from someone else." There's a little tightening in my chest as I say it, but I try
hard not to let it show. I can still remember the night we decided on Eliot, for Mark's favorite poet—the
intersection of our two worlds. I didn't have a favorite physicist, so it didn't work the other way. Besides,
Eliot is a good name, and it sounded good with Gray. We chose Christopher, Eli's middle name, that night
too, because it sounded nice between the others. We said them out loud, just to check, and that one felt
right: Eliot Christopher Gray. If I close my eyes, I could relive the moment in almost perfect: me, sitting on
the kitchen stool and reading the names to Mark, who was rubbing my shoulders, thoughtfully repeating the
most promising names and vetoing the worst.
Eli's quiet for a while, taking in this new information about his name, and it's with a bit of hurt in his voice
that he finally speaks.
"Why did you and daddy do that?"
"Lots of mamas and daddies choose names that way. We take names that are special to us already and give
them to our babies—it shows how important they are."
"I'm important?"
"You already know that, you silly goose." But things have been hard, and maybe I haven't reminded him of
it as often as I should. I open my arms and he snuggles inside. You are loved, I try to say with my actions,
as if these hugs can somehow counteract the conflicts he's surrounded by. You are important. I feel him
shift, and look down as he yawns. It'd be past his bedtime even if we were back home, and I know that I
should help him get in bed, but I treasure this moment where it's just the two of us, without my parents
interrupting—I have a feeling they'll be scarce in the next few weeks.
I look back up at the sky, at the moon. Mark would never have let Eli believe the moon was a hole. He
would have told him the truth, would have known what about the atmosphere or the light makes such a
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bright ring around the moon. It wouldn't have mattered that Eh would probably only have understood that
the moon isn't a hole. Mark's voice would have enraptured him, its depth and steadiness calming him. I'm
the one who works with books, but it was Mark who always read him bedtime stories—he still does, when
they see each other.
I don't know the science behind the moon's light, so I teach Eli what I do know—to be creative, and use
his imagination. For tonight, I'm content to let it stay that way. Maybe tomorrow he can spend time with
my dad, learning about the solar system. They'd both love that: after just a day, Eh already loves time with
grandpa, and my dad loves being grandpa. Maybe they can talk about the solar system while I work from
the desk in my bedroom and mom goes out to look at apartments and houses nearby. Maybe after I'm done
working, and after mom gets home and tells me again—but now in person, instead of over the phone—that
she hasn't found anything good yet, Eli can teh me what he's learned about space, and about what the moon
actually is.
Right now, I'U pretend that the moon is a hole that leads to a bright world—a perfect world. A world where
Mark never said "I love you" with a name other than Sarah, never sat me down to say he was moving out
of our apartment. In this world, those things could never happen because he loved me—loved us—too
much for them to be possible. In this world we're only at my parents' house to visit, only still awake and on
the back porch because Mark is coming out soon to talk about the stars, not as a recovery from the fear and
stress of a new place and new people.
EE's slow, steady breaths tell me that he's fallen asleep against me. I move to stand, and he stirs just long
enough for me to pick him up, drifting back to sleep with his head on my shoulder. I take him into his room—
my brother's old room—and lay him on the bed, pulling the covers up to his chin and kissing his forehead. I
switch his nighthght on as I leave and keep the door open just a crack, so that he can come get me easily if he
needs something. I walk back to lock the porch door, taking one more look at the sky.
The moon is there, and in this moment it is only a big rock floating in the sky—I cannot pretend any longer
that it is a hole leading to my wonderland. And I'm not okay with it, really, not yet: I still want that fantasy to
be true. Even so, as my thoughts travel down the hall to my son and my parents, I can't help but remember
that this world has some things which are worth loving, too. And I have hope that someday those will be
enough.
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It Takes a World of Books to Raise a Child | Kyrie Lewis
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Rotten I Elizabeth Molitor
The peaches grew more rotten by the day. Mom insisted she was going to do something with them. Make
another cobbler, or perhaps a coffee cake. But as one day followed another and the peaches sat untouched
on the basement windowsill, their future seemed less and less promising. Sunlight brought on wrinkles
even faster, so Mom pulled them from the windowsill and stuck them in the cardboard box with "The
Peach Truck" printed on the side. I went downstairs a few times and gingerly felt the decaying fruit, hoping
they weren't as bad as they looked. The fuzzy skin bruised under my touch; I pulled away and went back
upstairs. Guess I wasn't having fruit with lunch today. Eventually the graying peaches migrated to the
kitchen counter, so we couldn't help seeing them. And still they sat, looking more crinkled than a tree trunk,
than a book dropped in a puddle. Mom complained no one was eating any peaches.
"I had one just yesterday!" Dad protested.
Mom did not look pacified.
Then one day I wandered into the kitchen to find the counter bare. My gaze landed on a baking sheet
lined with cling film, and there, neatly arranged in juicy rows, were sliced peaches. With the sagging skin
removed, the flesh appeared surprisingly orange with that little hint of red near the center. Once they were
frozen and blended with a few choice ingredients, we'd never taste the wrinkles.
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Supply In Demand | Christina Russell

Attention | Kenzie Hershberger
I often think back on the September night when I last perceived the world from a now unfamiliar
innocence.
The towering corn, browning for the upcoming fall harvest, formed a natural fence around my house on a
rarely traversed country road. I remember my dog running out into the field before dinner, so I followed in
my barefoot fashion, yelling "Lyndy, come get a treat!" after my elderly boxer, which was more than enough
to bring her out of the sea of corn. The dew was beginning to wet the grass, covering my feet with green
shards as I ran around the flower garden to excite Lyndy even more before going back inside.
The sun was just setting beyond my Amish neighbor's house, painting the sky with foliated pink and orange
pastels. With its setting, it took the summer warmth and traded it with a crisp autumn wind. The smells of
fresh manure migrated to our property, probably recently collected to fertilize the field after the harvest.
This smell, if you can imagine, no longer bothers me as it reminds me of home and the joys of childlike
wonder. I loved this freedom about living in the country; the world of my childhood had no limits.
I ran up the wooden stairs of my back porch, each step a rhythm similar to the croaking of a seesaw. I had
already finished my twenty multiplication tables and practiced ten spelling words, stumbling over the word
satellite. Before dinner, though, I arranged my stuffed animals on my bed to be my audience for a private
concert. The posts on my bed became a perfect mic-stand to sing into, since I truly believed I would become
a famous vocalist one day. My hot pink and orange walls created the perfect venue for a young girl's dream
concert experience, as the walls were as loud as the music I was about to sing. I decided to begin the set with
Taylor Swift's Mine with appearances from Demi Lovato and Selena Gomez. Once the final song ended, I
heard my mom beckon me out of my imagination when she yelled, "Mac, dinner is set out on the table!"
I ate dinner alone again, as this was the theme for the majority of my late elementary school years. Mom
prepared dinner and set it out for me on our green-wood-countertops-that-weren't-actually-greenwood
before going upstairs to her den, escaping into the perfect world of romance Nicholas Sparks had crafted
for her. I didn't mind eating alone; I got to focus on the latest editions of the American Girl Doll Magazine.
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My favorite at the time was Julie, the spunky blonde girl straight out of the seventies; I had just gotten her
for Christmas the pastJanuary and wanted to get more accessories for her, although I never even played
with her. I was so dedicated to reading this specific edition that I knew which of her accessories were
coming up on the next page and reveled in anticipation when I knew my desired accessories were on the
next page. I read with pen in hand, circling things I wanted for next Christmas in case my parents reached
for my magazine instead of the Better Homes and Gardens for mom and a morning devotional for dad.
A box of Reese's Puffs cereal was set out with a note near the bowl that read I love you! -Xoxo in my mom's
handwriting. I remember questioning the quality of dinner that night, and why I hadn't seen my mom at
all—or my dad for that matter. My brother Ryan, a senior in high school at the time, was out with friends
playing video games. He was never home in the evenings anymore.
The kitchen was only lit by the pendants which hung directly over the peninsula I sat at ritualistically every
night at seven. I climbed up on the oak barstool and reached for the beloved chocolatey-peanut buttery
puffs to pour into my cereal bowl. Realizing I forgot the milk, I got up once more, after taking one last peak
at Julie's purse on page five of the magazine before retrieving the liquid that brings cereal to life. I hated
walking on the hardwood floors because of how much they creaked. Avoiding the parts of the floor that
creaked became a game for only me, since I didn't have siblings around to play with anymore. Each step on
the floor provided a creaky whisper to the rest of the house, declaring my entrance into the kitchen.
I poured the milk into the cereal, and at last, my puffs were floating. I hardly got into my first bite when I
heard, "You wanna look in my pockets, then look in my pockets!"
The door to my parents' room swung open, slamming against their wedding picture hanging just outside
their door. It was only hanging up by one nail. It used to hang by three.
My mom ran down the staircase from their bedroom red in the face and glossy-eyed. Dad was quick to
follow. The last time I saw my mom cry like this was at her dad's funeral, six years earlier.
I didn't mean to look up, but the floors screeched in agony, commanding me to set my gaze upon my
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parents. Their campaign headed toward the kitchen, and I froze. It felt like one of those dreams where
you try to run but can't, and the danger you are trying to run from slowly sneaks up on you despite all the
attempts to get to safety. In my mind, I was running away to my room. Yet there I sat, captivated by the
argument. Even if I could run, no door would be able to drown out the sounds of missiles they fired at one
another.
Without hesitation, my mom sat on the peninsula directly in front of my bowl of cereal and my beloved
magazine. She threw her arms back to support herself, her hands landing right on my magazine, covering
up my favorite page that had the entire Julie collection on it. I couldn't even use my magazine to pretend
like I wasn't noticing the declaration of a two-years-long war. I had never seen my mom sit on the peninsula
before, as this was where us kids used to sit to get soap in our mouth when we got in trouble. The lines of
worry grew parallel across my dad's freckled forehead while desperation manifested itself in his clenched
fists at his sides. I saw each knuckle turn white, starting with his pinky, one-by-one turning white with each
question I don't think he really wanted answers to.
Pinky: "Who was that man you called yesterday?"
Ring finger: "Do you even love me anymore?"
Middle finger: "Why did you spend two hundred dollars last weekend?"
Index finger: "Do you want this marriage to end?"
Thumb: "How do you think this makes me feel?"
Did they even notice I was there? Didn't they hear me walk into the kitchen? Didn't they just hear my
concert? My siblings used to tease me that I should start charging them to come to my performances, as it
echoed throughout the house. However, my presence was apparently a non-issue. I was the "accident" child.
My older brother once covered my ears when jokingly calling me such a hurtful name in front of his friends,
giving him the attention as they laughed in response. I couldn't help but let those thoughts swim in my mind
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while watching the scene unfold, yet they did not even seem to notice I was there.
I didn't know what else to do but to come up with some sort of distraction. Sliding out of my chair, I walked
around to the other side of the peninsula; I went from a soldier on the backlines to entering the battlefront
of a raging war. I stepped on the creakiest parts of the floor, hoping that the noise would announce my
presence. Neither of them looked while the battle was escalating; my dad approached my mom and his
voice resounded louder with every step.
I don't remember what they said, but I remember that I wanted to cry.
I started stomping. I'm not entirely sure if I was trying to avert their attention off their battle or attempt to
release my frustration and fear.
As their yelling became louder than the concert I just gave, I walked to my dad and teasingly hit his hip. His
eyes became bullets directed my way. "What are you doing here? Get out!"
As their attention fixed on me, I ran from the chaos to my suddenly childish bedroom and slammed the
door shut. The floors became deafeningly silent. Leaning my back up against the door, I slowly slid down
until seated on the floor, holding my head in my own hands instead of leaning it on Dad's shoulder. I looked
up to my dolls, still awaiting the encore I promised as their eyes were on me. I don't think a finale of silent
sobs was the kind of entertainment they expected.
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Cycles | Mercy Heiser

O Sleep | Quinn Miles
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A Proper Death | Rachel Lewchanin
Lay me down in the pastures
A touch of earth
In a bed of green
Crown my head in flowers
Clothe me in finery
Let me watch the stars behind my eyes
And into this fray, merrily oh merrily I go
To lay eternal sleep before me
Spiraling spinnings into new beginnings
Bed down, oh my senses
experience something new
Sounds of peace and harmony
Wash me as dawn breaks in hue
No longer weep
I am new
Dressed and suited in armor of silver stars
Resting in the knowledge of a well fought peace
Passing into a land beyond time
And now clothed in my finery
Crowned now in my flowers
The doe beds down in green
A warrior's death
A warrior's death
A warrior's death for me
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Numinous | Timothy Swanson
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Better Not to Ask | Kharis Rutherford
i'm doing alright,

that's why i wanna take you to the stars,
let the glow shake you up a bit,

but really?
i want to walk off the side of the world

make your heart believe in reverence
again.

and be engulfed by full, starry things,

i'd grab you by the shoulders

by miracles in the making and rain sheds,

and flip you upside-down

by God-sized, glory spaces,

just to see if you'd float like i do.

then, if i lived, i'd fall back to earth,
fall back to my room,

we could bring a cat or two along,

and write about the things I saw.

root up a tree or two too!
would they teach you anything you don't

might it take too much effort?
i'll tell you, it'd be a whole lot easier to fall
out the window,

already know?
would they teach me anything i'd care to
want to know?

to fall to the sidewalk just below it.
would i see stars on the way down?

but for now

come now, don't think i'm dangerous!

i suppose we should move off the sidewalk,
for i've stood here staring bug-eyed at the

you think i deceive myself, don't you?

sky and dreaming,

yesterday i tripped over my own feet,

and my eyes are starting to burn

looking at a pretty cloud,

and i really am seeing stars,

fell down and smashed my face real good

you're looking quite bewildered yourself,

on the salty sidewalk and squashed out the

and together we're getting in people's way,

fantasy.
it was the kind of thing you'd think funny

just standing out here talking sense and
nonsense...

if you were impolite enough to show it.
goodness, so how have you been?
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Mercury Vapor Magic | Luke Seeman
Take me while I still seek
Maps of the middle distance.
Let me go while my body
Is still beautiful, not broken;
My eyes still blink blue when they open.
I'll slip away
While my skin is still smooth,
Still thrills at a careless touch,
And the soft subde kiss from the mist
Of a star-soaked rain
Suspended in artificial firelight,
While I can still be captivated
By the long flights, the late nights,
The mercury vapor magic.
When I see a prefect snow
Turn to soot and ash,
Surrendering its startling silence
To sounds of a melting decay,
When I see foolish innocence
Turned to wisdom and regret,
Only then does my hearing become listening,
The song of suicide become a summons,
And I finally understand
The desire to die young.
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Beneficence 2 | Sophie Olson

Faith, Hope, and Love | Mia Hershberger

Ekphrasis of Van Gogh | Katie Pfotzer
In my darkest dreams I see only

I cannot help how intensely I feel

Darkness. It is not like night

Or how strangely I see the world.

Which is vibrant with color,

Like a dream or a fire. In dreams,

But as one in a cave with the stone

There is no certainty. But I would

Rolled shut. I lived for days like this.

rather live within a dream, than to live

Eating nothing. Seeing nothing.

as one certain:

Painting nothing.

A comfortable walk

My heart ached for the beauty it

With no flowers.

Once saw—my hand for the

I see the world in swirling colors,

Beauty it once created.

But even though the earth is golden,

My heart mourns for the cost of

The dark clouds never seem to leave.

Living in my dreams

To love artistically,

Because the secret of the mad genius

Constant as the stars

Is that first you must go mad.

That make me dream,
My hope, my prayer, my soul's first wish—

At last I see a meadow

To find the beauty in the madness

beyond the four grey walls.

Even as I long for peace.

I am grateful for this place.
And to paint in peace the song
I see around me. The golds, blues,
Greens—I see movement
in the hills and in the trees. I see a
Divine dance. I wish to stay longer and
Dance with them.
I wish this was always enough
To make me stay. Today—
It is enough.
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An Answer to Irving Stone | Elise Wixtrom
Halfway between sculpture and sketch
lifelike not in form but in nature,
The artist's eye does not search, but capture.
Photograph of the spirit of things and of the stars,
Blessed be the name of the Lord
Who brought me out of the Borinage,
Brought my mouth out of the dirt.
We are well here, we in the sun,
And in the shining days of autumn,
Where the grass thickens
And the vines grow red with harvest.
My fingers are ripe,
And I touch the sky with them,
The smooth dry-paint surface
Of the unending night.
Death is not a gendeman, no.
Death would rather steal me away
Than meet me face to face.
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Unbreakable | Jessica Marcum

Resting | Sophie Olson

Rumination I Elena Delzer
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Old Habits I Hannah Tienvieri
A pencil-drawn schedule taped to the
door:
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday—

The girl
who lives here
did not talk to friends
outside of school hours—

twelve hour slots with

sixteen-year-old Saturdays

red scribbles spread across each day.

were largely spent
in shut door quiet.

"Live conferencing,"
they whisper,

That girl makes

"please don't knock."

my stomach twist and
my throat tighten;

The room is dim

but this is her room.

with two side-table
lamps and

When I lay down

a window the sun only peeks through

on those blue and white sheets

from eleven to four each day.

under that blue and white quilt
she crawls into my body.

The things that do come

This room doesn't know me now

through the window at any time they

unless I look like her.

please,
are dog barks and

A pencil-drawn schedule

the honks of car horns,

teaches me to leave her here,

the drone of a neighboring lawn mower

quiet as a memory,

and the distant thrumming of music.

behind the door with
red scribbles spread across each day.

My head hurts.
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the writer who never writes | Abby Wilson
i am the writer who never writes

Highway of Things I am Supposed To Do

except in a frantic panic

the wheel shudders and instead

at 3 am the night of the deadline

i spend a weekend writing ten thousand

when it is already overdue

words

and my eyes are too far back in my head

that to this day no one has ever read

i am the writer who never writes

i am the writer who never writes

for months and months and months

except when the words of the lecture

because my tasks have piled up

turn into the buzzing of bees

in my brain like dirty dishes in the sink

and nothing else cures the racing thoughts

and so all i do is scrub crusted tomato

(exactly when i wrote this) and

paste

i am the writer who never writes

off of porcelain even though my fingers

because i am an imposter among

keep wandering off to dance

geniuses who love their craft

and so most of the work is straining to

because they're always writing and writers

make
muscles determined to disobey scrub,
goddammit,

write,
and maybe if i just loved it a little bit
more,

but in the end all i have is no art and

if my eyes and hands and mind would

more dishes somehow

listen
to me,

i am the writer who never writes

if i tried a little bit harder,

except in a state of hyperfocus

i would be like them but as it stands

which is a careening car crashing its way

i am the writer who never writes

into my life whenever it desires
and people tell me i have control of the
wheel
but if i try to steer it towards the
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The Toilet | Quinn Miles

Coming to Life | Abigail Chandler
Spotlight comes on. A woman [GINGER], late twenties, semi-haggard, sitting at a gray wooden desk, facing the audience. She
is staring at an outdated desktop computer (Windows XP or other boxy monitor), left hand on an empty coffee cup, right hand
in hair, supporting her head. Desk is cluttered, including a repurposed aluminum can with writing utensils including colored
pencils, and an open bag of butter snap pretzels. Holdfor a few seconds. Second spotlight comes up on a little girl [AGATHA]
with curly blonde hair, sitting in a chair a fewfeet away from the stage left side of the desk. She wears a red and white checked
jumper with a lacy white shirt and red Mary Janes. Third spotlight comes up on an old, thin man [EBENEJER] with a
white crown of hair, shiny top of his head, and a long gray beard. He wears a broum suit with a wrinkly white shirt.

AGATHA: licks a red lollypop
EBENEZER: adjusts his small, wire-rimmed spectacles and turns a page in his small hardcover book
GINGER: moans. Munches on a pretzel.
EBENEZER: You know, Ginger, you have to actually write something in order to be considered a writer.
GINGER: No, I don't.
EBENEZER: Yes, you do.
GINGER: I didn't ask for your opinion.
EBENEZER: Yes, you did.
GINGER: No.
EBENEZER: By sitting at that computer, you are asking for my opinion.
GINGER: I want to be alone this time.
EBENEZER: Then there is no point in you sitting there at all.
GINGER: ...
AGATHA: licks lollypop
GINGER: drops forehead on desk
EBENEZER: You need me, Ginger.
GINGER: (forehead still on desk) No.
EBENEZER: Truly, Ginger, you must—
GINGER: lifts head
GINGER: Ebenezer, you're an old fart who adds his two cents as if people still cared about two cents. With
inflation, your two cents mean nothing.
EBENEZER: If I give you my two cents enough, they will add up. Then, perhaps, if you work very hard—
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GINGER: And humor you until my spine snaps from bending over backwards.
EBENEZER: —if you work very hard, those two cents will add up until they become something akin to a
rent check. Maybe.
AGATHA: Walks to the desk and sticks her moist lollypop in GINGER's hair.
GINGER: Does not acknowledge AGATHA and turns back to EBENEZER.
GINGER: Can't you just tell me what is supposed to end up on this page?
EBENEZER: Yes.
GINGER: SO WHY DON'T YOU???
EBENEZER: Shrugs.
EBENEZER: Licks his forefinger and turns the page.
GINGER: Ebenezer.
EBENEZER: Turns the page again.
GINGER: Ebenezer, I need to eat this month. It is very important that I be able to buy food.
EBENEZER: I know.
AGATHA: Climbs atop GINGER's desk and lays across the keyboard.
GINGER: grabs bag of pretzels and lays on the floor
Almost a minute passes in silence, GINGER munching, and EBENEZER occasionally turning a page

GINGER: Tell me a story.
EBENEZER: Pauses.
GINGER: I need your fount of wisdom.
EBENEZER: Sighs. Lowers book. Removes spectacles. He looks out a window the audience can't see,
towards the house.
GINGER: Rolls onto her stomach and looks at EBENEZER, herself still eating pretzels.
EBENEZER: Turns to Ginger.
EBENEZER: The fog came from somewhere, don't you suppose? San Francisco is famous for its fog. Mark
Twain supposedly said, "The coldest winter I ever spent was a summer in San Francisco." He was talking
about the fog, the way it rolls in like snow falls. If that cold fog could talk, what do you suppose it would say?
What would its voice sound like? How old is it?
EBENEZER: Turns back to his book and continues reading.
GINGER: ...
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GINGER: I don't know.
EBENEZER: rolls eyes and stands emphatically
EBENEZER: Damn it, Ginger! I am not an employee!
AGATHA: sits cross legged on desk and watches the two adults
GINGER: I'm not a medium!
EBENEZER: Wr-write the blasted words!
GINGER: What words?
EBENEZER: The ones I just gave you!
GINGER: I don't know who fog's dad is!
EBENEZER: And you won't! You will not know a thing about the fog until you write down the questions
(Clark et al. 61).
GINGER: Can we not make this easier on everyone and you just tell me about the fog and why it is
important, and I can write it down?
EBENEZER: Because that would make you a medium! A vessel, one thing to the other.
GINGER: Look, the fog is beautiful, but tell me: does it matter?
EBENEZER: Yes!
GINGER: Why?
EBENEZER: Write down the questions! The questions come and come, then maybe the words will turn into
answers! But you won't ever know if there are answers if you don't write down the questions (Clark, et al. 59).
The questions are the way that the answers come, but if you leave the questions in your mind, they stop up the
flow of your mind so the answers are blocked.
GINGER: snatches up her bag of pretzels and moves to the desk, reaches her hands to the keyboard to type.
AGATHA: bites GINGER's hand
GINGER: Ow!
AGATHA: stares blankly at GINGER
EBENEZER: You're not typing.
GINGER: I'm bleeding! Something bit my hand!
EBENEZER: Good! That must be her, then!
GINGER: Who?
EBENEZER: Ginger, please.
GINGER: I know what, but who?
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EBENEZER: Write the damn questions.
GINGER: I can see what she looks like in my head, but I don't know who she is, and I can't make her come alive!
EBENEZER: Damn questions. Go.
GINGER: Cautiously brings hands near keyboard, then slowly starts typing.
AGATHA: Blankly watches her hands, but doesn't bite.
GINGER: Typing gradually speeds up.
EBENEZER: Returns to his chair and lights a pipe.
Smokefrom the pipe fills the room, becoming like a large, thickfog. As the smoke swirls, AGATHA stands, animation rising in
herface. She walks off the desk and begins to twirl in the smoke, her hands gracefully moving through the smoke and leading her
body in a graceful dance.

GINGER: Looks up from the screen.
GINGER: Stops typing, stares cock-headed at AGATHA
AGATHA: Slows, staring at GINGER.
GINGER: I think fog comes from the little girl?
AGATHA: Approaches GINGER. She pulls out a knife.
GINGER: Ebenezar!
EBENEZER: Looks up from his book, over his spectacles.
EBENEZER: Hm?
GINGER: The child!
EBENEZER: Yes?
GINGER: Pulling her feet up under her on the chair.
GINGER: Can you see the child?
EBENEZER: You forget. I've been able to see it the whole time.
GINGER: This one has a knife!
EBENEZER: You wrote that she has a knife.
GINGER: Yes, but I don't know why, and—
AGATHA: slams the point of the blade through the computer screen, and GINGER screams, covering her
face
Silence sitsfor a moment as the smoke clears and AGATHA's animation drainsfrom herface and posture.

EBENEZER: Good. Try again.
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Space Flowers | Lydia Price
So I got out some purple markers and a pen
And drew space flowers all over my thigh
Because who knows when I'll get to be an astronaut again?
I'm afraid that star-gazing might come to an end
If I don't hold tightly enough to my piece of the sky.
So I got out some purple markers and a pen
And smudged a love letter to the planets all over my skin.
Growing up feels like dying, but do we ever ask why?
Because who knows when I'll get to be an astronaut again?
Why do we lose fantasy as a friend?
Why don't adults make paper planes or stain their fingers with paint or dye?
So I got out some purple markers and a pen
And drew girlhood flowers with the hands of women
And thought about stars, and tried not to cry
Because who knows when I'll get to be an astronaut again?
I wanted to draw the flowers and solar systems that had been
The lyrics to an unknown but familiar lullaby,
So I got out some purple markers and a pen.
Because who knows when I'll get to be an astronaut again?
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Advent | Taylor Hogan
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As it Snows | Tarah Zjimbrun
If you look at your trudging feet as it snows,
The flakes will seem to be pelting you at the speed
Of the sound your rain boots make as you trip over discolored sludge.
Instead, stand diagonally against the attack
On the corner of a sidewalk, perhaps,
Hold your hood over your eyebrows
And look right up into the universe as far as you can see.
Try to distinguish one single flake
And be loyal to him—don't lose him.
As he falls down to your curious face,
Notice that he wasn't racing his friends to hurt you,
He was taking his time, riding the wind,
So he might land perfectly on your puffy red nose.
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Ignis Lupis | Audi Reber
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Silently Wait | Elise Boutell
Ice is shifting

It waves its head

Clouds are gray

And lives its life

Snow is clumped in piles

And doesn't worry when to die

Beneath the snow the flowers sleep

Its fragile body, straight and slim,

Remembering sun smiles

Has time to laugh, but not to cry

Puddles form
The sun's awake
Bursts of yellow fill the lawn
Reflected sunlight forms loam-friends
Winter stops and looks, mid-yawn
Up
Up
Up
Snow leaps into the clouds
The clouds turn black and grumble
Then pour it right back down
Down
Down
Down
A crocus drinks
And breaks the ground
And yelps a shout of mirth
Suckled by the dirty snow
It settles in the earth
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Rewinding Time | Meredith Craddock
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Hearken I Sabra Harms
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Dismantling | Gwenneth Craddock
And suddenly, there was no floor.

Each child's hand placed in the palm of an adult

Only the inner heart of the world, pulsing under

When crossing the street, or at prayer before

my feet,

feasting

Ground crumbling into arteries and petals and snow.

On French bread and tamales and American corn,

Centuries dash to the limit and crash against closed

On sauerkraut and papayas and wild deer,

eyes

On sunburn and lavender and saltwater brine.

Behind which pupils of thick, raw oil

Voices thick and creative like royalty

—Impregnated by dinosaurs, birthing fossilized

Around a revolving table platform, dim sum every

kingdoms-

noon.

Flicker like film, like candles, a fish tail
And spin color into irises of yellow and green.

Yes, destruction. But, for now, we live.

Geysers and oceans. Sunflowers and scales.
And suddenly, there was no roof.
When the world was born,

Only the spider's thread web of colliding stars

It gave a great gasp,

Straining to give each other black eyes—black

A great rushing-in of the solar panels of deep black
sand
A great shaking of the cornrowed hair of
strawberry fields

holes—
Or maybe fuse with sparks into one lord star
Like the one that waterfalled heaven's light
Into a stable in Bethlehem.

A great bleeding of the belly of a humpback whale.

Every king bowing at his feet.

Like Jonah, planet Earth was spat from the mouth

Every star spinning into dawn.

of the galaxy
And, covered in the fine white dust of Biblical sand,

Lastly, finally, walls blown away.

Was left to preach destruction to the lady Nineveh

And the world standing there, brittle, naked,

—Who is all of us. Everyone.

oblivious
To the oil creeping slowly to fossilize breath
And beauty into crystalline dark.
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Taking the hot black bodies of our simmering world.
The anthems of the stag.
The birthright of the immigrant.
Dismanding Nineveh.
When the world was born,
It gave a great rushing gasp.
A cavern, canopy, cacophony of sound.
A pulsing of the universal heart.
When I was born,
Did I cry?
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Untitled 5 | Marissa Williams
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Before It Storms | Anna Molendorp
Dark, smoke-blue clouds tumble over each other in plumes as gradient grays envelope the far reaches of the
horizon. They sink toward the ground until they let loose rain on some far-off place.
There's something intense in a clear sky; it's a piercing blue eye that holds nothing behind it besides the
sun's empty happiness that burns instead of soothes. These clouds are something different. They're deep.
They are the kind of sorrow that heals tender wounds and blankets trembling souls. They weigh on the
landscape until it is still. They coddle the earth as if it were a naked infant.
The open field of grass beneath the bundles of rain glows green. Along the field's edges, trees splay their
leaves toward the promise hanging in the sky as petrichor soaks the air.
I bask in the intensity of the moment before the heavens roar. Finally, the sky will be allowed to cry.
In this moment before the waters fall exists the truest feeling I've ever known. It's the feeling of wanting to
sob before your tears are ready. Of sobbing, and having no tears left. Of truth's dead-weight, of hearts that
beat baritone. Of comfort, at last.
I sit on a crooked bench seat, taking everything in, and something in my gut jumps at my throat. I want to
shout, scream, laugh, belt, hum. Nature is being vulnerable, and I want to join her.
Parents call for their children to reel in their kites. The wind is too strong to manipulate; it's growing
unpredictable. Together they rush into cars and speed away. I understand; no one likes watching someone
cry.
But something inside me wants to demand that they stay. After all, in the moments before I cry, I don't want
the world to run for cover. I don't want them to risk and shake their heads as I lose control. I want them to
see the beauty that I see before it storms.
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Seattle Beach Fog | Jessica Bellamy
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The Dome | Ruth Boy
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Unpassioned Winter | Hannah Tienvieri
squish

squish

Sodden earth.

squish
Grey sky.

Chill that seeps through coat seams.

February
has not come bitterly
this year.
Instead, he
has stuck with apathy,
his wind listless,
his climate indifference.
Today the ground is soft;
yesterday it was solid concrete.
Dead and
flattened grass lies
trampled in muddy fields.
This year
February has no
crispy white covering
to offer this sorry soil.
His disinterest
is a useless balm
to the cracked palms
of winter.
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How Does that Make You Feel | Sarah Wordhouse
"I think there's something wrong with my brain, I guess." It was an admission, it was a whisper, it was
nothing.
I watched the words get carried away with the scent of applewood, the candle smoke stealing them until I
could convince myself someone else had spoken them. They were someone else's truth. But of course, if
they were, I wouldn't be sitting across from my therapist now, my legs brought up to me and fingers picking
at the fringe of the pillow on my lap. Sweaty fingers getting caught in the string.
She finally filled the silence, replacing words that remained latent. "Why do you think that?"
I didn't know what the look on her face meant. She didn't look surprised, really. Or if she did, I couldn't be
sure. Her face didn't look upset or saddened or elated, so if there were other emotions there, I was unaware
of them.
I considered shrugging it off, pretending it was a quick thought that escaped my lips, like "Oh, how did that
get there?" as if it wasn't my own mind that thought and created the syllables before they left my tongue. I
thought about it, how we would move on, ignore it, but I did not give the idea more weight. My words were
always inevitable.
Images of the weekend before dance with tap shoes on my brain; I wish they would shut up, the noise is
too loud. But they are all Nate, Nate, Nate. Nate opening his door, Nate saying no, Nate thinking I'm crazy,
Nate shutting the door. Nate leaving. Nate makes the most noise.
I let out a breath.
If I wasn't sure I was mad before, I'm sure now.
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The cold should have bothered me more than it did, looking back. It might have been a warning, a sign that
the mission I was on was hopeless and I should turn back now. But the snow racing from the sky flashed
white, clouding my vision, so if it was a sign, I could not read it.
I knew the way to Nate's house by heart; Exit my house, walk down Alps, take a right on York, cut through
Berkley's yard, straight for three blocks, another left at the giant oak, pass his neighbor's with the campfire
always burning (definitely illegal activity taking place), and then I'm there.
So even though I could not see, I knew the way. Even so, the reminder of words from earlier cut deep into
my skin, "I can't." "I'm so sorry." "You know I would if I could. But the answer is no." He didn't mean it, I
was sure. I was on my way to his house to get the real answer, a better one.
The snow helped to muffle the noise, Nate's noise and his neighborhood's. Nate lived near the airport, the
sky always filled with smoke from both the airplanes and the neighbors; they stayed out late, waiting for the
fire's coals to grow old and tired, watching the sky bleed out until it, too, died. They watched me pass then,
their conversation turning to murmurs, following me with their eyes.
I knew it was a risk, "My neighbors see everything," Nate always said. Yeah, maybe, but it's not like they'd
remember. The risk was still present, though—the risk his mom would hear, Jackie, his beagle, would forget
me for the hundredth time and bark, my footprints leading to the back door wouldn't be covered by snow in
the morning. It was all a risk, but I told myself I didn't have much else to lose.
The coat snug against my body did little for warmth, and the lack of gloves made my hands lose feeling, but
like I said, the cold didn't bother me. Nate, Nate, Nate. His name repeated in time with my steps. I walked
up his driveway, watching my footprints in the snow form and then gather behind me. Walked up to his
back door. Took a breath. Sent a text.
Come outside. Please, let's talk about this.
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Numb fingers made typing difficult, I almost dropped my phone in the process. My breath filled the air as I
waited. I watched it, the potential it could hold if it lasted longer than the next one chasing behind it. But it
always rose into the air, there and gone. Hopefully it made friends with the stars.
Two minutes later, he responded.
What the hell are you doing here?
I smiled to myself, knowing I had gotten to him. The door creaked open, no light shining through, just
Nate's face, peaking carefully out. Hesitant to the last second. I wished he was smiling back, but his face was
cold. Mine suddenly felt stupid. He carefully took a step out, shut the door behind him.
"Hi," I breathed. "I wanted to talk—"
"I haven't changed my mind." He cut to the chase, bringing up his earlier wounds, the words that cut deep.
But I had come prepared, ready for whatever he said. The creases between his brows were tight, and the
bags underneath his eyes—the ones he always assured me weren't because of a lack of sleep—were darker.
"Nate..." He shivered in the cold. I reached out to take his hand, it was warmer than my own. He looked
down at it, and when he didn't pull away, I thought I had won some imaginary battle. I didn't think about
how this would have been normal for us a week ago.
I stared at him. I had long ago made the vow to memorize every bit of him. Too often faces were there and
gone, each mannerism forgotten with the next. But this was worth remembering. The sporadic freckles, the
streetlight catching the glow in his eyes, the way his lips twisted with ever-present thought. I wanted to reach
up and smooth them down with my thumb.
"It would crush my mom, you know that. I could never do that to her." He looked down at our hands as he
said it, considering them and the weight of my own.
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"I know you think that, but really, I believe it will be alright after a while. There would be an adjustment
period, sure, but—"
"What are you not understanding? You're not even listening to me." His hand squeezed mine instinctively,
almost painfully. I noticed the other was balled in a fist.
"I am listening, I just think you're overreacting." My free hand reached up to touch his face, warm his
cheeks, but he pulled away, tugging his hand out of mine in the process. I stared at it's emptiness, thinking
of every action that led us here. How somewhere in our story my hands betrayed me.
"Overreacting, huh? Jesus Christ, that's so typical of you."
"Typical of me? What does that even mean?"
"You know what I mean." Remorse coated his words. They stuck to his throat, thick like honey without any
of the sweetness.
We were silent. He wouldn't look at me, only stared at the streetlight. It seemed even his neighbors had
finally gotten the memo and stilled.
I looked up and saw the battle in his eyes. It almost made me glad, knowing he was fighting himself inside
his head. But what he was saying didn't sound like a battle, it sounded like defeat. I wondered why he
wouldn't fight aloud.
Please, Nate.
In the silence, I wished I could be someone else, just for a second. I wished it so badly that if I closed my
eyes, I was someone else. Someone taller, someone with better skin. Someone who's hair didn't stick up on
the left side. But really, it didn't matter what I looked like because I wouldn't be me anymore. I wouldn't
have my brain, the brain that doesn't work right. I would be someone else, someone who understood what
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the look that covered Nate's face meant, someone who knew how to fix things, someone who never hurt
people in the first place.
"I just... you were—are—part of my soul, but it's not enough. I can't lose my mom to gain you."
I couldn't say anything. If there's no fight fueling me, there's nothing. Looking at the distance between us
then, I realized the fight had gone there to win—the one I was sure I could win—had been lost long ago.
Maybe before it even started.
"I would love you if I could." He spoke his words into the silence, but I barely heard him.
His "I love you" doesn't sound like a comfort anymore. Like a declaration. Like it used to. It sounds like an
ending, like he knows it will be the last time he says the words to me. I wanted to die thinking how he will
say them to someone else later in his life, how that person will never feel they were a eulogy, never think
about how all love ends, really, one way or another. I wished I knew that before.
Finally, the cold came in. My hands started to shake at my sides.
I tried to compel a sea to rise in me, to explode and wash away him and me, to drown us because it's better
than the empty look in his eyes. But there is so much there is almost nothing. I thought in my head that I'm
already back in my bed, my hands warm underneath my blanket and my cheeks are no longer red. They
aren't even stained with tears. There is only a hollowness and the shadows from the streetlights covering
my walls. It's quiet. I looked up at Nate, saw how the goodbye was written in something I wished I couldn't
read. But I knew him. I know him. I know that I've lost him.
There is no loud goodbye, only the sound of my feet crunching the snow as I backed up, the sound of Nate
closing his door, the look on his face. The look that if given voice, would echo across our town.
I walked back the way I came, retracing my footprints in the snow, back to where I went wrong.

"Don't worry about what words you use, even if you can't describe it. Just try to explain it the best you can,
explain what's going on in your mind right now." I know the words are meant to be a comfort, a nudging on
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of sorts. But they sound muffled, lost in a storm with wind powerful enough to rock a house.
"Yeah, um, I just think... I just think..." I clear my throat, check the time, look out the window. My fingers
get caught in the pillow's fringe. "I think life would be easier if I could make sense of people."
"Make sense how?" She's more patient than I am with myself. Calm, reassuring.
"Like, what if you're talking to someone, about something super important, and you're trying to hear them,
trying to understand, but you can't. You're trying to concentrate on their words and the expressions that go
along with them, but then you're thinking 'My shirt's so tight' or 'The AC is too loud. What are they talking
about? What did they say?' or 'Am I even breathing right now? I think so, I think I would know if I wasn't
breathing anymore. Right?"'
"And what feelings accompany these thoughts?" She asks the question to the notepad on her lap, never
looking up.
"Anger, sadness. And then nothing. Like the feelings were there, and I can remember being just so sad,
overwhelmingly sad, but the emotions aren't there anymore. I look back and don't know when they stopped
coming."
"What are you feeling right now?"
Maybe it was the way she asked the question, maybe it was that she didn't look at me when she said it, or
maybe it was what I said in the first place. I knew then I was right, something was very wrong.
I look for an answer to her question. I wish I had a response. There is nothing, nothing with a constant
stream of the loudest noise just underneath—a flooded house, awaiting someone to open the door.
At the end of the hour, I stand up, my legs sore from their position. I set the pillow gently behind me. Left
the fringe a mess. I say goodbye. And then I leave.
Footsteps echo as I walk out. I notice they sound a little like dancing.
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Rejection Sensitive Dysphoria | Abby Wilson
the thunder claps and i cup my hands to catch the storm and cradle it in my arms like a kitten but it
scratches my face and squirms away and i am sprinting after a bullet train my bare bleeding feet slapping
against the tracks and i'm sorry i'm sorry but it is too late because the storm train has escaped into the
atmosphere and its torrent pelts my clothes and soaks my shirt like ants scurrying down my back each
carrying a tiny ice cube and they are swarming and i cannot bat them away because the boa constrictor is
tightening and tightening around my body
all because you did not want to sit next to me at dinner tonight
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Krankheit | Quinn Miles

Storm Song 2 | Clara Elffers
Tear stains on my
sweatshirt, Head on the windowpane,
I close my eyes and listen to
The rhythm of the rain.
The notes spray across
rooftops, And ride upon the breeze,
Dancing across surfaces
Like hands on ivory keys.
The heavenly, majestic tune
Makes mute souls burst in
song. Together with
resounding bass, My heart
thunders along.
I'm calmed by the
commotion; A deafening
lullaby
That creates in me
tranquility: Awestruck by
inclement sky.
In time the symphony starts to fade
And puddles stop their rippling. Like
the world outside, I'm revitalized,
Calm and renewed by listening.
A drop of water leaves my
eye; It falls just like the rain,
And glistens there— the final
note Wet on my windowpane.
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Psalm 56

Abigail Chandler

Can't stop trembling, death-white hands, tea splashing in my cup.
Hold my fingers interlaced
And whisper prayers through chattering teeth.
Maybe the blood pulsing
Over my temples is
My answer. Maybe God is
Interlacing His fingers with my ribcage
Like a hug I'm too human to receive.
Even the steam rising from my cup
Trembles in the air. Maybe
Every cup of tea is
A cup of the tears of God.
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A Time to Mourn | Jenna King
In our mourning, we watch a nature documentary,
because what else are we to do
at midnight, while our parents are at the
hospital, doing whatever it is people do when
someone's died
It's inoffensive, something neutral
for a time when nothing's neutral:
when my feelings are so elevated I'm almost numb, like my
grief and guilt and anger have somehow canceled each other out
(perhaps this numbness is why I chose the episode about the arctic)
We listen to the facts, black and white,
the sort of things you trust without
questioning; the sort of thing we've done too much tonight—
she's in the hospital, she's dead.—but these are easier facts to hear,
so for now, we sit together
and let David Attenborough narrate our mourning
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Resilience (Niagara Falls) | Meredith Craddock
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